A 21st century
natural living
concept
The new generation of turnkey villas designed by
IDDOMUS Developers is conceived with the
Marbella lifestyle in mind. Low-rise, with a breezy, open-flowing
distribution that seamlessly connects intimate living areas as it
allows for the inner living spaces to open to outdoors and those
spectacular views.
Marbella's rich golden light is a key ingredient of the quality
of life the area offers. We prioritize the orientation of the
property such a way as to ensure you enjoy luminous views
throughout the day,from breakfast till stunning sunset.
This desire to offer quality, style and a sense of well-being is not
limited to the desig of IDDOMUS villas, but also to the
meticulous selection of suitable plots, whether for your own
private villa or one of our signature development projects.
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Why choose iDDOMUS ?
•

Design, construction and completion are managed through one company with sole

•

Construction to Northern European standards using the highest quality materials and

•

Completion to detailed specification and brief, on time and to budget

•

Turnkey delivery with the highest warranty guarantees currently available in the sector.

•

Protected investment: every phase of the construction process is certified by leading

•

Top brand suppliers, equipment and furnishings.

•

IDDOMUS SIGNATURE PROJECT:
a quality marque that adds value to your property.

responsibility
workmanship.

external quality surveyors OCA- SOCOTECT

How does it work?
An added value brand

We have built our reputation on our ability to deliver quality
of design and construction. This, combined with the fact
that we work with the best suppliers and
professionals,establishes IDDOMUS as a leader in its
market.

•

Thanks to this, a property carrying the IDDOMUS marque
of quality not only has added value but also protects your
investment.

•

IDDOMUS villas feature the highest level of technical and
creative innovation whichever style, size or location you
choose. To signify this, and building on the name
IDDOMUS has made for itself, every villa we deliver
contains an attractive signed plaque identifying it as a
quality home. The unique serial number that comes with it
is registered in the firm's database, providing an easy
reference to the property’s specifications that is particularly
useful when selling. As an IDDOMUS homeowner you will
also have access to personalised service and maintenance
programmes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You brief our team and establish the budget of your project.
Meet with our architectural department and explore preferred locations and designs.
We help to source plots or provide technical information and advice on land sourced by

yourself, before the final choice is made and you acquire a building plot.

We present you with a predesign of the villa based on your preferences adapted to your plot.
Meet with the architect to finalise the personalised details and design of your new home.
Sign the order that commissions iDDOMUS to construct the villa on your behalf.
We produce a detailed project with plans, 33-D renders and a comprehensive, fully
itemised cost estimate of your villa project.
Upon approval of the cost estimate and project plans you sign the contract for the

construction of the villa.

We apply for the building licence and liaise with the relevant authorities for its issue.
During construction we maintain continuous communication and provide weekly visual

updates of the building progress.

Upon completion we deliver your turnkey villa and assist with any administrative

procedures, such as connecting utilities etc.

Enjoy your new home with the peace of mind of extensive IDDOMUS guarantees!
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A natural approach to design
At the time of the company’s founding, nearly a decade ago, the

idea of creating a sustainably built home designed around a concept
of well-being was still far from the norm, but now it’s all the rage and
in the near future it will become a standard requirement.

For all this there will always be a distinction between quality and
mediocrity. Quality of architectural styling, materials, interior

detailing, technical construction, orientation and layout. That's more,
well thought-out concepts need not always be more expensive.
We are at an exciting phase of technological development that

brings with it great opportunities and advances, but also challenges

and the need to adapt our approach. Harmonising new technologies
with a natural approach to produce quality of life is the task we have

A natural approach to comfort
iDDOMUS is a specialist boutique builder and developer that is

committed to creating a harmony of technology, style, sustainable

development and well-being in everything it produces. In fact, it’s the
very essence of our existence as a company.

For this reason, it permeates everything from our villa designs and
certified construction methods to sustainably sourced, energy-

effective building materials, clever orientation, layout and insulation
systems right down to all the managerial processes in-between.

The outcome is a collection of stylish villas that may vary in location,

design, specifications and size, but are always the product of a desire

to harmonise technology and sustainability, comfort and well-being. In
other words, the brand adds value to property and lifestyle alike!

set ourselves.
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Marbella

where life is
what you
make it

There are other beautiful sunny parts of the world
set upon a scenic coastline, but few have exactly
the mix of elements that make the Marbella

lifestyle so varied and ensure that here, life really
is what you make it.

From your beautiful contemporary home set upon

a panoramic hillside surrounded by nature, peace
and privacy, you will be able to survey this

hallowed coastline, and watch the sunsets as they
colour the sky in golden hues beyond Gibraltar
and North Africa.

It is your personal, private domain, filled with light,
views and a sweeping sense of space, but within

minutes you can be in a different environment, be
it a beach club, golf course or enjoying the high
standard of retail and dining services that a

longstanding luxury destination such as Marbella
excels at.

Enjoying all of this in harmony with nature means

not only contributing to a sustainable way of doing
things and living within a low-maintenance yet

high-quality environment, but it also makes great
sense from an investment perspective, as a villa
that carries the IDDOMUS Signature Projects
brands really does represent added value.
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Málaga International Airport | 60 km

GUADALMINA
A7

Gibraltar | 80 km

1

Rio Real Golf

1

Centro Hípico El Repique

2

Santa Clara Golf Marbella

2

Próxima construcción Four Seasons

3

Marbella Golf & Country club

3

Trocadero Arena

4

Aloha Golf club

4

Hospital Costa del Sol

5

Real Club de Golf Las Brisas

5

La Cabane Beach Club

6

Los Naranjos Golf Club

6

CC La Cañada

7

Real Club de Golf Guadalmina

7

Marbella Centro

8

Atalaya Golf & Country Club

8

Marbella Sierra Blanca

9

El Paraíso Golf

8

Parque Nagueles

10

Los Arqueros Golf & Coountry Club

10

Marbella Club

11

La Quinta Golf and Country Club

11

Hotel Puente Romano

12

Flamingos Golf
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New available IDDOMUS signature villa project:
For the ultimate Marbella lifestyle, minutes away from all amenities yet surrounded by nature and

Villa Sara
Modern style
in the midst
of nature

ALTOS DE LOS MONTEROS
MARBELLA

Bedrooms: 4
Plot: 1600 m2
Built: 408 m2
Pool: 42m2
Garage: 51m2

panoramic views, we have created a boutique villa project that truly embodies the IDDOMUS Signature
Projects' philosophy.

Villa Sara is the first licensed project and ready for construction, of a total of 4 fabulous individually

conceived turnkey familiy villas, set in an incredible hilltop location of the privilleged Los Altos de los

Monteros residential area. It follows all of iDDOMUS Signature Projects' distinctive standards, inspired

in the surrounding environment and designed for those people who seek privacy and quality of life in an

exclusive natural setting.

Here the beauty of the natural surroundings is honoured by the elegance of low-slung contemporary

architecture. In respecting nature, we also create a truly pleasant living environment that is all about style,
comfort and well-being.
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Modernity and tradition are also matched in superb
cost-saving energy efficiency, comfortable interior
temperatures, exceptional diffusion of natural light
and a seamless indoor-outdoor living experience
ensuring ultimate comfort in all seasons.
Expect all of this as standard in Villa Sara, or add
inspiration with personal touches all of your own. In
addition to the collections we create as a boutique
developer, iDDOMUS also designs and builds
conteporary style villas entirely to brief .–Homes
made to measure from a blank canvas.
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Villa Sara

Designed for enjoyment

Villa Sara is the product of innovation and attention
to detail, a modern lifestyle home in a prime
location. Here meticulous craftsmanship,
production processes and the latest technologies
come together with noble wood, stone and lots of
passion and creativity.
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For a concept of this kind to
truly function one has to be

Villa Sara

true to it throughout:

in land sourcing, design,

construction and engineering,

material choice and finishing,

attention to detail as well as
orientation and layout.

Open kitchen and living room

on ground floor
Playroom on

basement level

Naturally this also includes the outdoor spaces, from terraces and tree-lined infinity pools that
perfectly frame spectacular coastal views to the gardens themselves. The latter are designed

to create a personal oasis of greenery while also be light on water usage and easy to maintain.
We plant indigenous species that are not only attuned to the local climate, soil types and
rainfall, but also blend into the natural and cultural environment, further embellishing the

architecture of the home, which is a modern interpretation of the same vernacular approach.

3 bedrooms with ensuited baths on
ground floor

1 bedroom with ensuited bathroom
and garage for 2 cars
on basement level

Outdoor kitchen

Terrace with pergola and
Jacuzzi

Sunken area

Swimming pool

Private garden
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10.

Hall | 5,28 m2
Toilet | 2,49 m2
Kitchen | 31,15 m2
Exterior kitchen | 13,81 m2
Dinning room | 25,181 m2
Living room | 25,68 m2
Terrace with pergola + jacuzzi | 33.04 m2
Bedroom 3 with ensuited bathroom and dresing room | 22,11 m2
Bedroom 2 with ensuited bathroom and dresing room | 22,60 m2
Master bedroom with ensuited bathroom and dresing room | 30,89

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Main bathroom terrace and garden
Swimming pool | 40,30 m2
Deck | 32,19 m2
Sunken area | 13,75 m2
Uncovered terrace | 136,78 m2
Patio | 5,33 m2
Elevator | 2,97 m2

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

m2

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Outdoor Parking |
Playroom | 64,56 m2
Elevator | 2,88 m2
Bedroom 3 with ensuited bathroom and wardrobes
Basement terrace | 23,16 m2
Laundry | 5,30 m2
Storage room | 5,50 m2
Garage | 48,35 m2
Electric room | 6,92 m2
Technical room | 23,11 m2

| 17,79 m2

| 25,82 m2
The information, perspectives and graphic documentation appearing in this plan are indicative and subject to
modifications derived from the execution project and its construction. All the furniture shown in this plan is for
reference purpose only and not included in the price
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Specifications

A modern
approach to
design, with
refined
finishes and
elegant
touches at
every turn

EXTERIOR CARPENTRY
CORTIZO aluminum doors and windows from floor to ceiling
in textured lacquered finish, with RPT thermal break.

Double glazing type Climalit 4 + 4/12/4 + 4 Planitherm 4s low
emissivity and with solar control. Tilt-and-turn or sliding
opening as required.

Exterior and exterior thresholds on flush level for continuity
effect.

INTERIOR CARPENTRY. INTERIOR DOORS
ECLISSE interior doors. Metallic structure and white

lacquered wood panels aligned to the wall. Hidden hinge
system. Floor to ceiling height.

KITCHEN
Fully equipped kitchen with top brand appliances as
per kitchen design.

Vitro: Siemens EX 975 LVV1E
Oven: Siemens HB 673 GBS

Microwave: Siemens CF 634 AGS1

Plate Warmer Module Siemens BI630CNS1

HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & VENTILATION

PLUMBING

Daikin brand Aerothermal system for HEATING through

SHW production facility using Daikin brand

ducts throughout the house. Except in the bathrooms,

System of collectors that allow the individual cutting

underfloor heating and AIR CONDITIONING through

Aerothermal system.

the underfloor heating will be electric.

Integrated Fridge: Liebherr Sing 3524

Aerothermy is a renewable energy system that uses air

Sink: SMEG VSTQ40-2

system avoids the installation of fossil fuel boilers

Washer: AEG L8FEC962Q 9K 1600R

when operating with flammable energy sources. It is

Integrated Dishwasher: Siemens SN615X04DE

as its main source of energy. A single air conditioning

Ceiling Extractor: Novy Pure Line 90cm

which, in addition to being polluting, present a risk

Dryer:AEG B / C T9DEB979

also much more efficient since it consumes 80%

of each unit and guarantee uniform and constant
pressure in every single one.

DOMOTICS
Interior domotics with control of lighting systems, alarm,
blinds and air conditioning, with the possibility of remote
control viewing.

renewable energy and only 20% electricity, thus
emitting less CO2 into the atmosphere.

Indirect lighting with LED strips according to ceiling
design.
Access control through Video intercom system.
Exterior and interior alarm installation with:
- Movement detectors
- Magnetic contact points
- Video cameras

VENTILATION (extraction and air renewal) in all rooms
of the house.
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Specifications

Details
mark the
difference

SWIMMING POOL AND SUNKEN AREA
Infinity pool with gresite cladding. Outdoor shower. Sunbed deck in
weatherproof extruded wood composite. Sunken lounge area with centered
ethanol fire pit.

BATHROOMS & EN SUITE
Floor to ceiling porcelain stoneware in shower areas.
Washable Acrylic paint RAL 9010 over plaster panels and ceramic cladding in
showers.
Wood flooring
Suspended toilets by Villeroy & Bosch
Freestanding bathtub HIDROBOX SPACE
Ensemble of sink and cupboards with mirrors.

Double sink in master bathroom with countertops made with Solid Surface
technology.

RAL 9010
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Quality Control and Certification
Every property that carries the IDDOMUS brand is subject to rigorous
quality inspections by highly respected international survey and
certification bodies such as OCA ICP and SOCOTEC – ensuring that
the IDDOMUS Signature Projects seal is a value-added certificate of
quality.
The detailed reports issued by OCA ICP and SOCOTEC check,
describe and certify every stage of construction, and are available to
all our clients. This forms part of a dedication to quality and a desire
to work in a fully transparent manner that provides our buyers with
complete peace of mind – during construction and after they have
taken ownership of their property.
By committing our payment schedule to the quality of the work we
deliver, we give our clients the ultimate assurance of successful
completion according to the project’s planning and design criteria.
In doing so, we leave ourselves free to exceed your expectations, but
never to fall short of them.
The risk to our clients is therefore minimised, as no pre-payment is
required. As in the case of warranties that exceed the ten-year
guarantee required by Spanish law, we go far beyond legal
compliance because we are confident that we’ll deliver – which is
why an IDDOMUS villa also comes with a three-year guarantee for
premises and installations, as well as three years of technical
maintenance.
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Tell us your
own vision
of "home"

Choosing IDDOMUS Developers to build your dream home enables you to
have creative control over the design of your turnkey villa, but without the

hassles of managing the whole developmento process yourself. This, after all,

is how our company was founded, and it continues to be a mainstay of how we
work.

Having the freedom to realise your own vision with the full support of efficiently
coordinated teams of professionals, ensures the highest technical, creative

and project management standards and ultimately delivery of your beautifully
finished home on time and on budget.
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Bulevar Príncipe Alfonso de Hohenlohe S/N
Edicicio Casalblanca, Oficina 5
29602 Marbella, Málaga
+34 952 924 605 | 34 627 183 118
info@iddomus.com
www.iddomus.com

